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Nearly half of Us citizens use supplements—yet queries abound.and more are interested in them—
Will feverfew help my migraines? He even ranks the most effective options so you know which
remedies to try first, and he's honest about when over-the-counter or prescription medications
are the better option. Does lysine actually prevent cold sores?More than an overview,  Are any of
these things safe and sound?Mark Moyad, MD, MPH may be the only physician in the usa who
has an endowed position to study vitamins, minerals, herbs, and other supplements.In line with
the latest research in addition to Dr. For days gone by 25 years, he's been researching
supplements, with them in his practice, and journeying the country offering lectures to laypeople
and doctors about what functions and what's worthless in the world of drugs and products.
Moyad's clinical experience, everything from arthritis, acid reflux, and high cholesterol to
fibromyalgia, migraines, and psoriasis.show you through the proven (or debunked) treatment
plans for a lot more than 100 common conditions—The Supplement Handbook  Dr. Moyad
provides clear suggestions, sifting through conflicting information for a definitive reply it is
possible to use  He does not hesitate to indicate which remedies are overhyped, useless, and
also harmful.today. Any kind of vitamins that may keep my skin clear? Are there natural herbs I
can take to boost my disposition?The Supplement Handbook delivers prescriptive, reliable
suggestions. Whether you're an alternative solution medication convert or an interested-but-
confused supplement novice, this comprehensive, evidence-based guide is sure to become a
must-have reference in your home.
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A good summary of the usefull supplements & I purchased the Kindle version so I can have his
information in my bag when I'm out buying. This book breaks the information into various
different diseases/conditions and what realy works and what doesn't work when it comes to
supplements. Useful and dependable info to displace hype and/or dismissal Very unusual to
find a scholarly review and a practical information for actual use wrapped up in a single book.
Additionally Tag Moyd correctly promotes healthy diet and way of life as first choice over
supplementing. I was also unable to verify the writer’s credentials at the University of Michigan.
This book has paid for itself often over! Mark keeps discussing supplement B9 as Folic Acid,
that is the synthetic form of the the vitamin B9 (the natural form is definitely folate). Many
people cannot process the artificial version in their bodies and it can build up to toxic levels.
Most of my customers want one! Second of all, he is apparently a believer in statins for treating
raised chlesterol. For reference, research the brands: Duane Graveline M. Anyone spending
around 30 minutes on the internet will get out how harming and worthless statins are in treating
anything. There are additional books and websites that cover this materials competently. Dr
malcolm Kendrick, Johnny Bowden PH. All of the major supplement studies are in the reserve
and are a breeze to google. C.N.S. & Stephen Sinatra MD F. Goto summary This is my goto
book.C.C. Excellent Resource The older I get, the more I resist running to my doctor for
prescriptions, yet, too often my body is sending me signals that one thing or another needs
correction or tweaking. EASILY can solve it normally, I make an effort to do so-- though I do
have a good doctor, and he helps to keep me healthy. He's not really particularly well-versed in
health supplements, nevertheless, so I have had to accomplish much investigation by myself.
He supports his opinions with real research, where he cites sources. Neat job!Author Mark
Moyad is a "true" doctor, and offers a lot of experience and analysis under his belt. Each ailment
is definitely handled individually in a chapter, and he methodically rates products concerning
effectiveness. He then lets you know what lifestyle changes could also address the malady, and
he tells you what supplements don't work at all. He lets you know not just what, but WHY.. A
must have.. Migraines possess significantly diminished, energy has very much improved and
over-all feeling Healthy! vitamin supplements but with a few glaring errors. I possibly could find
no evidence of his ever having proved helpful as a clinician or researcher in medical technology.
This is among the best, compiled by one of the best. Dr. Moyad has an amazing resume in his
field. This book has paid for itself many times over. Dr. Moyad address all this in his publication
in an readable fashion- the book truly is usually a handbook that people reference constantly. I
can't recommend it highly more than enough- especially since getting the opportunity to meet
up with him and discover him in action personally. We trust his knowledge and commitment to
spreading information that's vital to an extended and healthy existence. He also takes the head-
spinning prosperity of marketing hype and misinformation around supplements and presents
clear info on what is sound, safe info and instruction.Unfortunately there is absolutely no
summary broken down into the different supplements and what they are usefull for, but
nonetheless a fair effort in pulling together lots of research and studies on various vitamins and
supplements. Objective, very well researched and easy to read!. The info gleaned from Google
looking is mind-numbing, and as soon as I obtain convinced of one thing, I'll immediately find
three content to refute the same details. Even more to come, I hope. I've had the opportunity to
go to one of is own presentations personally and he is somebody I found not only dynamic in
his display but trustworthy, in a position to field any query that came his method and most
importantly he appears to be extremely focused on his profession- my hubby is usually a victim
of prostate cancer tumor and with that comes myriad questions on a variety of issues from the



diagnosis itself to his treatment, nutrition, products, battling side-results of chemotherapy,
managing his blood pressure, cholesterol and keeping proper weight and a healthy diet and
exercise regimen. Lots of great info presented in a straight-forward manner, so the layman may
understand. Researching supplements can be complicated and the internet is flooded with
marketing hype which just makes it harder. I live 2 blocks from a wonderful natural foods shop,
and I can spend hours reading labels on the many supplements-- and it could be enormously
confusing. Dr. Use it all the period.I have no doubts that reserve has saved me money and
disappointment, as I would have been trying this and that based on what so-n-thus said rather
than knowing just what to get!5 stars, however there are a handful of serious mistakes from a
person who encourages themselves as a supplement guru.! He offers contributed occasional
content to Prevention Magazine, which is also released by Rodale Press. This book put me ...
Incredible book and incredible speaker. This publication put me back in touch with my self
getting. Not really using prescription meds any more after gradually weening off ( with doctors
authorization) and using vitamins. without lapsing into long-winded scientific jargon that I can't
understand. Great and quite practical Suoer interesting: I use cancer clients and others with
medical problems in neuro-scientific fitness. This book is not "over the top", but addresses lots
of dietary supplement areas with honesty. Makes no "super pill" promises but backs up
products with research. This should under no circumstances be promoted in virtually any
vitamin reserve.A. It's keyed by ailment so it may not be an optimum reference for health and
wellness and supplements. I certainly love this book! Moyad has a common sense and proof
based approach. Based on his analysis, I actually cut products. I am attempting another that my
Integrative MD suggested but, just after researching it and putting weight on Moyad's
discussion. One nit . Extremely interesting.. Provided Dr. Moyad's history, I had hoped to find
something new on Pomi-T.. Wish he'd compose another that was organized by product rather
than condition. Still, strongly suggested.. It has opened my eyes from what functions and what
doesn't in a comprehensive portion of the book focused on specific illnesses or conditions.D. In
a field where research is bound to just those items that can potentially produce large income,
the off-the-shelf supplements gets short shrift. I really like this reserve and the 70 stage
research guide at the end. I've used it personally and professionally with great confidence. This
is a fantastic resource. Steve G, MD My copy is already in the trash I received this book as a gift.
Regrettably, I was disappointed in the product quality. The information is definitely superficial,
incomplete and at times contradictory. For at least one condition (that i have), one suggestion
was actually dangerous! Amazingly, there is absolutely no bibliography no citations to the many
medical studies that the suggestions are supposedly based on. That is uncommon in a medical
reference publication, even in alternative wellness. Were this the entire picture I would have
given his publication 4. According to U Michigan’s staff and faculty directory, the writer is a
Senior Study Associate, but he's not listed anywhere in the medical college directory. Presently,
I'm following his advice for migraines, raised chlesterol, and insomnia---- good results, so far!
Incredible book and incredible speaker. There was nothing of compound on their website.D. Tag
Moyad,MD, MPH, cuts to the chase. This publication does nothing to help, plus some of the
advice is actually harmful. Great Addition tons Health care Provider’s Shelf Great comprehensive
overview of supplements for a variety of illnesses.. Poor, incomplete, approximate . Finally a
recognition and a significant classification. Great Resource - SPECIFICALLY FOR Supplement
Trials Love this book! got the book - great price listen to his lecture - not sure however of how
valuable it will be Highly recommended Everyone who takes health supplements should read
this book.. It generally does not really make any sense Don't make any sense Five Stars



Excellent book..
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